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withﬁxed n and varying j are close to the Gaussian curve. If we let also vary
n,thefamilyofbinomialcoefﬁcientsbecomesclosetoasurface,describedby
a Gaussian function of two variables G.t; x/. This two-dimensional central
limittheoremappears tobevalidtohigherorder:certain differencequotients
of binomial coefﬁcients are close to the corresponding partial derivatives of
G.t;x/. To prove that this transition from the discrete to the continuous is
justiﬁedweusethestroboscopymethodofnonstandardanalysis.Thetheorem
is useful in derivations of the heat equation and the Black-Scholes equation,
starting from binomial stochastic processes.
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11. Introduction, the main theorem
1.1 The main theorem
The main theorem states that the family of binomial coefﬁcients viewed at an appro-
priate scale is close to a surface, whose sections are normal density functions, and
that the closeness is valid up to higher order. Before formulating the main theorem
explicitly, we introduce some notation and give an informal presentation.














N.y/ D B.N; j/
p
N=2
Then by the usual De Moivre-Laplace central limit theorem the function N.y/ is







Now let us look at the binomial coefﬁcients B.; j/ dynamically, with varying ,
placed in the form of a Pascal triangle, and rescaled such that the large number N










b.t;x/ D B.; j/
p
N=2 (1.3)
(See also ﬁg. 2.1).
Then, as it is expected because at time t the standard deviation of the probability
distribution b.t;:/ equals
p
t the function b.t;x/ is close to the time dependent












2Using nonstandard analysis (we use the axiomatic theory IST of Nelson, see [8] or
[9] for an up to date presentation), we can make the following precise statement: if
N is inﬁnitelylarge, for all positiveappreciable t and limited x of the form (1.1) and
(1.2) we have the approximation
b.t;x/ ' G.t;x/
What is more, such an approximation still holds up to higher order. Certain partial
differencequotientsofb.t;x/appeartobeinﬁnitelyclosetocertainpartialderivatives
of G.t;x/. In order to formulate this result, we introduce the notations
t D 1=N ; . 2 t / D 2 = N
 xD 1 =
p
N
 1 b . t ; x / D b . t C 2  t ; x / − b . t ; x /
 2 b . t ; x / D b . t ; x C  x / − b . t ; x /

2
2 ; 2 b . t ; x / D b . t ; x C 2  x / − 2 b . t ; x C  x / C b . t ; x /:
If again N is inﬁnitely large, we have for every appreciable t of the form (1.1) and



























with p slightlydifferent from
1
2. Indeed, put

























3Theorem 1.1 (Main theorem). Let N be inﬁnitelylarge and a 2
R be limited. Then
we have for all appreciable t of the form .1:1/ and limited x of the form .1:2/


















To get an idea of the domain of validity of the main theorem we remark ﬁrst that
the result obviously does not hold for very small t. Indeed if t D =N with standard
ﬁxed  we deal with standard binomialcoefﬁcients, certainly not inﬁnitely close to a
Gaussian curve. If t is appreciable and x is inﬁnitely large the result is meaningless
for j x j t=
p
t,f o rw h i c hb a. t;x/is undeﬁned. For j x j t=
p
t the result holds
but contains little information stating just the near equality of two inﬁnitesimals.
However, withrespecttotheorem 1.1 aweaker resultholds:alltheabove expressions
are quadratically-exponentiallysmall,i.e. oftheformcexp.−bx2/withc limitedand
b appreciable (see theorem 6.1). For unlimited t theorem 1.1 continues to hold but
like for unlimited x it is almost empty, all quantities involved being inﬁnitesimal.
1.2 Use of the main theorem
The results of this paper contain in a sense a derivation of the density function of
standard Brownian motion by straightforward means: elementary asymptotics and
stroboscopy,a nonstandard methodof goingfrom the discrete to the continuous.The
latter method,though intuitive,is not elementary because it uses the notionof “shad-
ow”; however it avoids the use of non-elementary limits and topology. The fact that
the closeness between the family of binomial coefﬁcients and the Gaussian surface
is higher order is applied in the following way.
It is well known that to a binomial stochastic process we may associate in a natural
way a partial difference equation, describing the discrete “surface”, union of all pos-
sible trajectories (it is very simple to derive this equation, see for instance section 7,
especially ﬁg. 7.1 and formula (7.2)). For binomial stochastic processes with small
stepsthisequationlooksvery muchaliketoa discreteheatequation(see alsoformula
(7.3)). In fact the usual heat equation as a partial differential equation describes a
4smoothsurface close to the surface of discrete trajectories.
Itappears thattheextendedDeMoivre-Laplacetheorem1.1,togetherwiththegeneral
results on the inﬁnitesimal approximation of partial difference quotients and partial
differentialquotientsof [4], enables usto make the transitionfrom binomialstochas-
tic processes to the heat equation in a straightforward way, by intermediary of the
above mentionedpartial difference equation. Thus we avoid either the complications
of continuous-time stochastic processes, Fourier analysis, distributions and partial
differential operators of classical rigorous derivations, [11], [12], or the ad-hoc and
unprovedassumptionsonsmoothnessoftheinvolvedfunctions- ofwhichoneknows
only a discrete sample - of the usual informal derivations.
We will apply the theorem in [2], where we derive the heat equation from binomial
processes with rather arbitrary initialconditions.Furthermore, we will apply the the-
orem in the context of the discrete backward stochastic processes of option pricing
theory, i.e. the well-known Cox-Ross-Rubinstein model from which we will derive
directlytheBlack-Scholes partial differentialequation[6]. In amore calculatoryway
thelatter result isalso obtainedin[13]. Thisstudy,like[5], also containsa derivation
of the Black-Scholes option price formula in this setting.
1.3 Outline of this paper
The mathematical context of our approach and preliminary results are presented in
section 2. First (section 2.1) we deﬁne the binomial network to which the binomial
coefﬁcients are rescaled. Section 2.3 contains a brief exposition of the terminology
of nonstandard asymptotics, and some preliminary approximation lemma’s needed
for the asymptotic estimations of the remaining sections. In section 2.4 we recall the
nonstandardtools,basedonthenotionsof S-continuityandstroboscopy,whichmake
our approach to the transitionfrom the discrete to the continuouspossible. In section
3wepresentestimatesofthedifferencequotientsofthebinomialcoefﬁcients. Crucial
are the asymptoticlemma’s 3.1 and 3.2. Usingthese lemma’s we obtain approximate
difference equations for the binomial coefﬁcients.
These difference equations will be solved using the stroboscopy methods of section
2.3.We obtainthetime-dependentDeMoivre-Laplacetheoreminﬁrstapproximation
in section 4, and to higher order approximation in section 5, thus proving the main
theorem.
Insection6weshowthattheseapproximationsdonolongerholdforcertainbinomial
coefﬁcients withhigharguments.However,they may besuitablyweakened, toaform
which is still useful.
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